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1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES, ALL ANGLES ARE IN DEGREES. DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN BRACKETS [XXX] ARE IN MILLIMETERS.

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

---

**Title:** 2.92mm JACK (F) 2 HOLE FLANGE CABLE CONNECTOR ACCEPTS 047 SEMI-RIGID CABLE

**REV** A  **RELEASE**  **DATE:** 10/6/10  **APRVD.**  **DATE:** 10/10/10

---

**Housing & Flg Cbl Nut:** STEEL, CRES ALLOY UNS-S30300 PER ASTM A582 PASSIVATE PER ASTM A967
**Contact & Cable Adp:** BeCu, UNS C17300 PER ASTM B196/197 GOLD PLATE PER MIL-DTL-45204
**Dielectric:** KEL-F PER ASTM D1430
**Dielectric:** ULTEM 1000 PER ASTM D5205
**Item**  **Material & Finish**

**Cable Assy. Instr.** 9155287  **Contact Gaging Spec.** 91K52116  **Specifications** 91K52077  **Interface** 91K52019  **Specification Group**  DRAWING NO.
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**Drawing No:** 79K60439